Lucas Kaye’s Eagle Project
Bridge on the Schlumberger Trail
8/8/20 – 9/15/20
BEFORE

Site of the bridge before any work took place.
AFTER

Photo of the bridge from approximately the same angle.

14’ long, 4’ wide, 3-4’ from surface to bottom.
Other angles of the bridge
Rock steps – Each side
Other work

Making a path out of rocks to fill a dip in the trail

Shoring up the stream bank with rocks
COST

Final cost of materials: $804.38

This is higher than the originally approved total of $500 because:

• New design criteria from Conservation Commission – made bridge sturdier and taller, but also more expensive, than originally-proposed design. This added about $230 to the cost.

• Supply shortage – had to get some materials from other supplier – increased cost by about $70 – decision OK’d by Commission.